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Attraction and Kevin Darley

Mark’s favouri
F it hasn’t popped up on your social

media accounts already, look out for

a Racing TV feature doing the

rounds in which Mark Johnston

names his ‘Favourite Five’ horses from

among the thousands he has trained.

Perhaps many racing fans would have

guessed the five horses Mark chose to

mention; but they may have been surprised

at the order in which he chose to rank

them.

Mark’s explanations as to why certain

horses are so memorable are fascinating,

and comments left by viewers make it clear

that they were not aware of some of the

back stories.

In fifth position, Mark chose

Shamardal (Giant’s Causeway, out of

Helsinki (Machiavellian)). Mark refers to

this fellow as ‘probably the best horse I’ve

ever trained’ pointing out that he was

unbeaten while trained by him.

‘He won his maiden, the Vintage Stakes

at Goodwood and the Dewhurst; I firmly

believed I had the best two-year-old in

Europe and it was just phenomenal to have

a horse like him in the yard,’ he says.

In fourth position was the remarkable

Yavana’s Pace (Accordion, out of Lady In

Pace (Burslem)). 

‘Yavana’s Pace came to me as a seven-

year-old with a relatively low handicap

mark, and went on to become the oldest

Group 1 winner in the northern

hemisphere’, he recalls.

Although he could be difficult

temperamentally, Mark says he was a

tremendous horse to train, paying tribute to

his owner John Keaney’s fantastic attitude.

Never too down after a defeat, John chose

always to look forward to what was still to

come, and Mark is thankful that the horse

managed to pull off that great Group 1

success in the Credit Suisse Private

Banking Pokal at Cologne in August 2002.

HIRD place in Mark’s list was the

1994 2,000 Guineas winner,

Mister Baileys (Robellino, out of

Thimblerigger (Sharpen Up)).  The

scorching run which this colt produced to

land Mark’s first Classic made him, in
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Mister Baileys (right)  

Mark with Double Trigger after the 1995 Ascot Gold Cup
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Mark’s words, ‘the horse who had the

single biggest impact on changing my

career’.  

Mark was also hugely grateful to

Mister Baileys’ owner, Paul Venner, the

first person to support Mark’s fledgling

training career by sending him a horse to

train. Mark is proud of the fact that he

was able to train a Classic winner for

Paul just seven years later.

In second place Mark chose a horse

foaled in the same year, 1991, as Mister

Baileys. 

Double Trigger (Ela-Mana-Mou, out

of Solac (Gay Lussac) was a stayer who

grabbed the public’s imagination. 

‘If you ask people to name a horse

trained by Mark Johnston,’ says the man

himself, ‘the majority will say Double

Trigger.’ 

It’s fascinating to hear Mark discuss

the reasons why that is the case. As he

says, there is something special about

watching the truly great stayers in action

and it remains something of a scandal

that the great horse was never acclaimed

Champion Stayer.

Many readers will, by now, have

worked out that Mark chose Attraction

(Efisio, out of Flirtation (Pursuit of

Love)) as his favourite horse. Mark

described himself as ‘more proud of

training this horse than

any other’. 

This remarkable filly

won five Group 1 races

for Mark and her owner,

the Duke of Roxburghe,

including the English

and Irish Guineas and

Coronation Stakes

treble. Mark explains

how she went from a

filly whom the sales

companies would not

accept as a yearling to a

remarkable champion. 

He also pays a

glowing tribute to the fantastic attitude

of Attraction’s owner, the late Guy

Roxburghe, who, from an early stage in

the filly’s racing career, sought to take

the pressure off connections by declaring

that the filly ‘owes us nothing.’

HE feature is well worth

watching, and it’s interesting too

to see the comments left by

viewers suggesting other horses Mark

might have chosen, such as Fruits of

Love and Permian.

‘It’s a hugely difficult task to compare

horses, especially across generations,’

Mark told the Klarion.

‘Horses can become special to me for

so many reasons. Perhaps they recover

from injury to win big races, or improve

with racing to become true Group 1

horses. Perhaps they can deliver on their

owner’s dreams. 

‘It’s so difficult to choose just five,

and then to rank them. I think it’s fair to

say that the five horses I ended up with,

with the benefit of hindsight, are ones

which have carved a significant niche for

themselves in the history of our stable.

‘And the beauty of racing is that I

hope there is still time for another

Johnston-trained horse to force its way

into my all-time top five!’ 

Shamardal with Kevin Darley

Yavana’s Pace and Keith Dalgleish

   under Jason Weaver
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